The Accreditation Council for Business Schools and Programs (ACBSP) is a specialized
accreditation association that reviews the quality and integrity of business degree
programs. ACBSP accredits accounting, business, and business-related programs at the
associate, baccalaureate, masters, and doctorate degree levels worldwide.





ACBSP offers an accreditation process uniquely focused on teaching excellence and
student outcomes. Because the council believes ACBSP success is driven by the success
of its members, ACBSP officers and members align those programs and the accreditation
process to meet the individual needs of each member.
ACBSP promotes continuous improvement and recognizes excellence in the accreditation
of business education programs around the world.
ACBSP acknowledges the importance of scholarly research and inquiry and believes that
such activities facilitate improved teaching. ACBSP encourages faculty involvement
within the contemporary business world to enhance the quality of classroom instruction
and to contribute to student learning.
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ACBSP Accredited BBA Program Performance

The Peregrine Outbound Examination is a popular measure of how well a program is preparing
students for success through gaining a mastery of core business concepts.
At Concordia University Texas, our goal is to deliver a quality BBA degree enabling our
students to demonstrate an above average mastery of business concepts.
In 2020, the percentage of correct responses by our BBA students on the Peregrine Exam was
57.59%, exceeding the average of 54.25% for students at all ACBSP accredited undergraduate
business programs.
Peregrine Examination Services
Our BBA Program has successfully addressed the challenges of retaining students during the
COVID era, increasing our retention rates for students enrolling in Spring and Fall, 2020.
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ACBSP Accredited MBA Program Performance

GLO-BUS is a popular online business simulation, with over 30,000 users at 253 locations in 28
countries, during the past 12-month period alone.
GLO-BUS is an established measure of how well a program is preparing graduate students for
success through enhancing their mastery of core business concepts.
At Concordia University Texas, our goal is to deliver a quality MBA degree enabling at least
70% of our graduate students to demonstrate an above average mastery of business concepts.
In 2019-20, our MBA students met and exceeded this goal, performing above the average score
earned by graduate students in the GLO-BUS simulation.

The GLO-BUS Business Simulation
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